FAVOR’s Reopening Plan for Groups – June 2020

The FAVOR Center will begin reopening for groups on Wednesday June 17th. This will happen in phases and with evolving COVID-19 protocols in place.

- **Phase 1:** Wed 6/17 start All Recovery Meetings MWF at Noon
  All other FAVOR Support Groups remain Zoom Meetings (Family Group, All Recovery at other times, Women’s Meeting, FAVOR Grief Group).

- **Phase 2:** Outside Groups start back Monday 6/22
  (AA, NA, SMART Recovery, Al-Anon, Refuge Recovery, Recovery 2.0, Newspring Recovery Group, Hope Recovery Kitchen)
  *They must follow similar COVID-19 protocols* and are deciding for themselves whether or not to come back. Word is out to all the outside groups about coming back. They are in process of deciding.

- **Phase 3:** Slowly return to full and regular in-person meeting schedule
  (All Recovery, Family Groups, Remaining Outside Groups).
  *Time frame uncertain. COVID-19 protocols evolve as necessary.*

**COVID-19 protocols** (*start here, evolve as we go*)

1. Traffic in and out of front door only, and we are working to limit cross-traffic in the building as much as possible.
2. We ask everyone coming into the building to mind 6-foot social distancing recommendations.
3. Mask will be offered & recommended to participants, but not required.
4. Staff required to wear masks before, after, and during meetings.
5. Sanitizer provided by FAVOR and easily accessible throughout the open areas.
6. Temperatures can be taken if the participant asks or if they are showing symptoms.
7. Limitations on people in building (75 total).
8. Limitation on people per meeting room (27 in Conference Room, 21 in Barn, 10 in Board Room). More than 27 people attending an in-person support group meeting, overflow directed into separate meeting space (Barn 1st & Board Room 2nd).
9. Limited time Center is open before and after meetings, 30min both. No building entry before 11:30a. Leave by 1:30p.
10. No hanging out anywhere inside building except meeting rooms. Outside is ok, even out back, just encourage social distancing and no traffic through back door.
11. Bathrooms open, but kitchen closed. No coffee or snacks provided.
13. We will read through COVID protocols and best practices at the beginning of each meeting (a written document to be typed up).
14. Decontaminate and clean before and after meetings.